In this letter we report the error analysis of 59 exchange-correlation functionals in evaluating the structural parameters of small-and medium-sized organic molecules.
The quality of any method rooted in density functional theory (DFT) is (strongly) affected by the choice of the exchange-correlation functional (ECF), which gives the unknown term of the Kohn-Sham energy. If from one side the spreading of DFT in chemistry and physics has encouraged the research of new and better-performing density-functionals, 1 from the other side their validation has become a due step before any routine application. Such a benchmark passes through a careful evaluation (and consequent statistical analysis) of the errors on defined properties and systems sets.
Starting from the nineties, a large effort has been made in order to define standard benchmark sets allowing for a meaningful and fair comparison between different ECFs.
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Among the properties firstly targeted, atomization energies, ionization potentials and electron affinities 2-4 as well as bond lengths and angles of (mostly) small organic systems received a particular attention. 5, 6 Later, several other key properties were added to these, such as different spectroscopic observables, 9-13 gaps in solids, 8, 14 lattice constants, 8, 15, 16 and reaction energies, 17 just to mention some.
Since performances on properties and structural parameters are generally believed to be disconnected, it is a commonly-accepted practice to carry out such benchmarks at given molecular structures. However some exceptions can be found in the literature, 18-20 mainly concerning specific cases, like transition state structures, [21] [22] [23] weakly bound interacting complexes, 24,25 conjugated polymers 26 or H-bonds. 27 Most of these latter studies showed that
ECFs performing well on a given non-structural property are not necessarily the best candidates for an accurate determination of molecular geometries. Nevertheless, properties and structures are often evaluated using the same ECF, which prompts for more systematic studies.
One of the main reasons concerning the recent deficiency of benchmarks on molecular structures is the lack of accurate reference values to perform these systematic investigations. Within this framework, Barone and coworkers have recently developed two reference databases of semiexperimental equilibrium structures of semirigid organic molecules named here CCse21 and B3se47. [28] [29] [30] Whereas the former gathers a collection of 21 small organic molecules ranging from tri-to octo-atomic systems, the latter is the subsequent extension including 26 additional medium-sized organic systems dealing with various types of covalent bonds and different molecular skeletons (see Figure S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information). Both databases are an excellent diagnostic test to discriminate density-functionals in modeling structural parameters of organic systems.
In this Letter, we use these two datasets to thoroughly benchmark the accuracy of 59
ECFs (reported in Table 1 ), and 3 post-Hartree-Fock (post-HF) approaches derived from the second-order Møller-Plesset theory in its canonical (MP2) or spin-scaled versions (SCS-and SOS-MP2). For the sake of completeness, the Hartree-Fock (HF) values are also reported.
The references and further details of all the considered computational methods involved in this Letter are given in Table S1 of the Supporting Information.
In order to discriminate the accuracy of the selected approaches, we define a criterion based on the matrix containing all the interatomic distances. For each system, we compute the mean absolute deviation (MAD) over the distance matrix of the probed and the reference geometries, and calculate the averaged deviation over the set. Figure 1 reports these statistics for the 63 computational approaches considered in this Letter (see Table S2 and S3 in the Supporting Information for more details).
For the CCse21 dataset, the deviations span from 0.002 to 0.016 Å for xDH-PBE0
and HF methods, respectively. Within this interval, a smooth transition from high to low accuracy is observed. Apart from the worst performing ECFs like BLYP, B97D, B97D3 or TPSS, most of the methods give a slight increase of the distance matrix deviation (⇠ 1 · 10 3 Å) going from the CCse21 to the B3se47 database. In other words, most of the methods show a coherent behavior for both small-and medium-sized semirigid organic compounds.
Going through the details, the top rank performing density-functionals is ruled by doublehybrids, and more specially by the xDH-PBE0 double-hybrid and some reparameterization variants of the B2-PLYP density-functional with deviations lower than 0.003 Å on the dis-tance matrix criterion. These ECFs (containing a fraction of nonlocal correlation) outperform the other considered methods for the description of minimum energy structures.
They are followed by modern and highly parameterized range-separated hybrids belonging to the !B97 family of ECFs, which are often underlined in the literature as promising approaches to model several other chemical properties, 11, 27, 31 Table S4 in the Supporting Information for more details). As a general trend, CC and CO bond lengths are underestimated (negative mean deviations) while CH ones are often overestimated In order to verify the existence of a relationship between the performances obtained for structural parameters and energetic properties, we plot in Figure 4 the errors for the properties. Qualitatively speaking, density-functionals close to the diagonal, i.e. small or large deviations with respect to both energetic and structural criteria, provide coherent performances on the two properties. In contrast, ECFs far from it are more specialized for one property. This is the case for M11-L which is known to give small errors on energy and B3LYP which performs better for structures than for energies. We have also to notice the significantly different behaviors on the two energetic sets observed for a few densityfunctionals such as BLYP and B3LYP. Their differences on predicted errors are as larger as Computational Methods Except when mentioned, all the computations were performed with a development version of the Gaussian suite of programs 34 using an ultrafine grid and a tight criterion for energy and geometry optimization convergence. Double-hybrid densityfunctionals such as B2GP-PLYP, B2T-PLYP, B2K-PLYP, B2⇡-PLYP, PBE0-DH, PBE0-2, PBE-QIDH and TPSS-QIDH, and post-HF methods such as SCS-and SOS-MP2 were fully implemented within the computational Gaussian code. XYG3 and xDH-PBE0 doublehybrids were implemented in the NorthWest computational Chemistry (NWChem) software package, 35 and computations with these two density-functionals were performed with similar convergence criteria. We direct the reader to Table S1 in the Supporting Information to get the original references and descriptions of the builtin and implemented density-functionals included into the softwares. The aug-cc-pVTZ Dunning-augmented triple-⇣ basis set was set for all the computations. 
These density-functionals also depend on kinetic energy density (⌧ ). Table 1 . 1 ) properties mean absolute deviations. Structure parameter deviations are computed on the CCse21 test set, while energetic weighted total mean absolute deviations for the GMTKN30 (blue) and CE345 (green) databases are taken from references 7 and 8. The diagonal line connects the lowest and the highest errors on the CCse21 and GMTKN30 sets, and the red area delimits the 10% error zone around this diagonal. Right graph is a zoom of the back-dashed area drawn on the left graph.
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